BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE – 12 1/2c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REAL (PR1A)
MINT

REAL (PR1B)
USED

REAL (PR1D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REALa (PR1C)
DIE CUT - MINT
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE – 12 1/2c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA1a (PR1C)
DIE CUT - USED

REA1b (PR1aB)
SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE – 16 2/3c VALUE = 1/6 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA2 (PR2A)
MINT

REA2 (PR2B)
USED

REA2 (PR2D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA2a (PR2C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE – 25C VALUE = ¼ BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA3 (PR3A)
MINT

REA3 (PR3B)
USED

REA3 (PR3D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA3a (PR3C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE – 25C VALUE = ¼ BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA3b (PR3bB)
SILK PAPER

REA3b variety (PR#3cB)
DOUBLE TRANSFER
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE – 50c VALUE = ½ BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

[Images of four different beer stamps labeled REA4 (PR4A) MINT, REA4 (PR4B) USED, REA4 (PR4aB) PRINTED CANCEL "A.S. 1869", REA4 (PR4D) CUT TO SHAPE]
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE – 50c VALUE = ½ BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA4a (PR4C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE - $1 VALUE = 1 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

![Stamp Image]

REA5 (PR5A)
MINT

REA5 (PR5B)
USED

REA5 (PR5D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA5a (PR5C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE – 12 1/2c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA7 (PR7A)
MINT

REA7 (PR7B)
USED

REA7 (PR7D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA7a (PR7C)
DIE CUT - MINT
BEER STAMPS

1866 ISSUE - $2 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA6 (PR6A)
mint

REA6 (PR6B)
used

REA6 (PR6D)
cut to shape

REA6a (PR6C)
die cut
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE – 16 2/3c VALUE = 1/6 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA8 (PR8A)
MINT

REA8 (PR8B)
USED

REA8 (PR8D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA8a (PR8C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE – 25C VALUE = ¼ BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA9 (PR9A)
MINT

REA9 (PR9B)
USED

REA9 (PR9D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA9a (PR9C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE – 33 1/3C VALUE = 1/3 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA10 (PR10A)
MINT

REA10 (PR10B)
USED

REA10 (PR10D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA10b (PR10bB)
SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE – 50c VALUE = ½ BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA11 (PR11aB)
MINT

REA11 (PR11bB)
USED

REA11 (PR11aB)
PRINTED CANCEL “A.S. 1869”

REA11 (PR11D)
CUT TO SHAPE
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE – 50c VALUE = ½ BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA11a (PR11C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE - $1 VALUE = 1 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA12 (PR12A)
MINT

REA12 (PR12B)
USED

REA12 (PR12D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA12a (PR12C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1867 ISSUE - $2 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD
Printed on unwatermarked, thin, white wove paper, perforated prior to distribution

REA13 (PR13A)
MINT

REA13 (PR13B)
USED

REA13 (PR13D)
CUT TO SHAPE

REA13a (PR13C)
DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – 12 ½ c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

REA14 (14B) - MINT
LILAC SECURITY LINES

REA14 (14B) - USED
LILAC SECURITY LINES

REA14a (14A)
YELLOW SECURITY LINES
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – 16 2/3 c VALUE = 1/6 BARREL
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

REA15 (15B)
LILAC SECURITY LINES

REA15a (15A)
YELLOW SECURITY LINES

REA15b (15C)
GRAY-GREEN & YELLOW LINES

REA15c (15aB)
YELLOW OCHER – LILAC LINES
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – 25c VALUE = 1/4 BARREL
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

REA16 (16B) - Dark Green
LILAC SECURITY LINES

REA16a (16A)
YELLOW SECURITY LINES

REA16 (16B) - Green
LILAC SECURITY LINES
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – 50c RED VALUE = ½ BARREL
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

REAI7 (18B)
LILAC SECURITY LINES

REAI7a (18A)
YELLOW SECURITY LINES

REAI7b (18C)
GRAY-GREEN & YELLOW LINES
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – 50c BRICK RED VALUE = ½ BARREL
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

[Images of stamps]

REA17c (18aB)
LILAC SECURITY LINES

REA17d (18aA)
YELLOW SECURITY LINES
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – $1.00 VALUE = 1 BARREL
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

REA18 (19B)
LILAC SECURITY LINES

REA18a (19A)
YELLOW SECURITY LINES

REA18b (19C)
GRAY-GREEN & YELLOW LINES
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – $2.00 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

RE A19 (20B)
LILAC SECURITY LINES

RE A19 variety (20B variety)
LILAC SECURITY LINES – DIE CUT

RE A19a (20A)
YELLOW SECURITY LINES

RE A19b (20C)
GRAY GREEN & YELLOW LINES
BEER STAMPS

1870 ISSUE – $2.00 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD
Printed on white paper having long blue fibers, watermarked single line multiple IR

REA19 (29B) - USED
LILAC SECURITY LINES
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 12 1/2c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA20 (21A)
WHITE SILK PAPER

REA20a (21B)
PINKISH GRAY SILK PAPER

REA20b (21C)
GRAY SILK PAPER

REA20c (21D)
GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 12 1/2c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

RE20c (21D) - MINT
GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 16 2/3c VALUE = 1/6 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA21 (22A)
WHITE SILK PAPER

REA21a (22B)
PINKISH GRAY SILK PAPER

REA21b (22C)
GRAY SILK PAPER

REA21c (22D)
GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 25c VALUE = 1/4 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REAA22 (23A)
WHITE SILK PAPER

REAA22a (23B)
PINKISH GRAY SILK PAPER

REAA22b (23C)
GRAY SILK PAPER

REAA22c (23D)
GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 25c VALUE = 1/4 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

RE22b (23C) - MINT
GRAY SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 33 1/3c ORANGE VALUE = 1/3 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA23 (25D)
GREEN SILK PAPER

REA23b (25C)
GRAY SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 33 1/3c VIOLET BROWN VALUE = 1/3 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA24 (24A)
WHITE SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 50c BROWN VALUE = 1/2 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA25 (27C)
GRAY SILK PAPER

REA25a (27B)
PINKISH GRAY SILK PAPER

REA25c (27D)
GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – 50c RED VALUE = 1/2 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA26 (26A) - MINT
WHITE SILK PAPER

REA26 (26A) - USED
WHITE SILK PAPER

REA26 variety (26A variety)
WHITE SILK PAPER – DIE CUT
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – $1 YELLOW ORANGE VALUE = 1 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

RE&A27 (28A)
WHITE SILK PAPER

RE&A27 (28B)
PINKISH GRAY SILK PAPER

RE&A27b (28C)
GRAY SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – $1 SCARLET VALUE = 1 BARREL
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA28 (29C)
GRAY SILK PAPER

REA28a (29B)
PINKISH GRAY SILK PAPER

REA28c (29D)
GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1871 ISSUE – $2 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD
Printed on unwatermarked, silk paper with plate letters and position numbers

REA29 (30A)
WHITE SILK PAPER

REA29a (30B)
PINKISH GRAY SILK PAPER

REA29b (30C)
GRAY SILK PAPER

REA29c (30D)
GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1875 ISSUE

Green silk unwatermarked paper with central vignette and plate letters and position numbers

REA30 (31)
12 1/2 c BLUE

REA31 (32)
16 2/3c RED BROWN - MINT

REA31 (32)
16 2/3c RED BROWN - USED

REA31 VARIETY (32 VARIETY)
16 2/3c BROWN
BEER STAMPS

1875 ISSUE
Green silk unwatermarked paper with central vignette and plate letters and position numbers

REA32 (33)
25¢ GREEN

REA32a (33a)
25¢ GREEN – INVERTED CENTER

REA33 (34)
33 1/3¢ VIOLET

REA34 (35)
50¢ ORANGE
REA 34 (PR 35)
BEER STAMPS

1875 ISSUE
Green silk unwatermarked paper with central vignette and plate letters and position numbers

REA35 (36) - MINT
S$1 RED

REA35 (36) - USED
S$1 RED

REA36 (37)
S$2 BROWN

REA36a (37a)
S$2 BROWN - INVERTED CENTER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 12 ½ c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL

REA37 (38B)
GREEN PAPER

REA37b (38A)
UNWATERMARKED GREEN SILK PAPER

REA37c (38C)
PALE GREEN PAPER

REA37c VARIETY (38aC)
PALE GREEN PAPER WITH PLATE #
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 12 ½ c VALUE = 1/8 BARREL

REA37d (38D)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER WITH PLATE #

REA37e (38E)
BLUE PAPER

REA37f (38F)
DARK BLUE PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 16 2/3C VALUE = 1/6 BARREL

REA38 (39B)
GREEN PAPER

REA38VARIETY (39bB)
GREEN PAPER - ONE LINE UNDER CENTS

REA38b (39bA)
GREEN SILK PAPER - ONE LINE UNDER CENTS
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 16 2/3C VALUE = 1/6 BARREL

REA38c (39C)
PALE GREEN PAPER

REA38c VARIETY (39aC)
PALE GREEN PAPER WITH PLATE #

REA38d (39D)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER WITH PLATE #

REA38e VAR (39cE)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER - "D" SERIES
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 16 2/3C VALUE = 1/6 BARREL

REA38e (39E)
BLUE PAPER

REA38f (39F)
DARK BLUE PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 25c VALUE = 1/4 BARREL

REA39 (40B)
GREEN PAPER

REA39a (40Bb)
GREEN PAPER – INVERTED CENTER

REA39b (40A)
UNWATERMARKED GREEN SILK PAPER

REA39c (40C)
PALE GREEN PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 25c VALUE = 1/4 BARREL

REA39c with plate # (40aC)
PALE GREEN PAPER WITH PLATE #

REA39d (40D)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER WITH PLATE #

REA39e (40E)
BLUE PAPER

REA39f (40F)
DARK BLUE PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 33c VALUE = 1/3 BARREL

REÁ40 (41B)
GREEN PAPER

REÁ40b (41A)
UNWATERMARKED GREEN SILK PAPER

REÁ40c (41C)
PALE GREEN PAPER

REÁ40d (41D)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER WITH PLATE #
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 33c VALUE = 1/3 BARREL

REÁ40c (41E)  
BLUE PAPER

REÁ40f (41F)  
DARK BLUE PAPER

REÁ40d (41D) - MINT
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 50c VALUE = 1/2 BARREL

RE481 (42B)
GREEN PAPER

RE481VARIETY (42bB)
GREEN PAPER – ONE LINE UNDER CENTS

RE481b (42A)
UNWATERMARKED GREEN SILK PAPER

RE481c (42C)
PALE GREEN PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – 50c VALUE = 1/2 BARREL

REE41d (42D)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER WITH PLATE #

REE41e (42E)
BLUE PAPER

REE41f (42F)
DARK BLUE PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – $1 VALUE = 1 BARREL

REA42 (43B)
GREEN PAPER

REA42 VARIETY (43aB)
GREEN PAPER – ONE LINE UNDER DOLLAR

REA42c (43C)
PALE GREEN PAPER

REA42c VARIETY (43aC)
PALE GREEN PAPER – ONE LINE UNDER DOLLAR
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – $1 VALUE = 1 BARREL

REA42d (43D)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER WITH PLATE #

REA42e (43E)
BLUE PAPER

REA42e VARIETY (43aE)
BLUE PAPER - ONE LINE UNDER DOLLAR

REA42f (43F)
DARK BLUE PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – $2 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD

REA43 (44B)
GREEN PAPER- MINT

REA43 (44B)
GREEN PAPER - USED

REA43 VARIETY (44aB)
GREEN PAPER – ONE LINE UNDER DOLLAR

REA43b (44A)
UNWATERMARKED GREEN SILK PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE - $2 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD

REA43b VARIETY (44aA)
GREEN SILK PAPER - ONE LINE UNDER ONE DOLLAR

REA43c (44C)
PALE GREEN PAPER

REA43c VARIETY (44aC)
PALE GREEN PAPER - ONE LINE UNDER DOLLAR

REA43E (44E)
BLUE PAPER - MINT
BEER STAMPS

1878 ISSUE – $2 VALUE = 1 HOGSHEAD

REA43E (44E)
BLUE PAPER - USED

REA43f (44F)
DARK BLUE PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (25c) on 12 1/2c = 1/8 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REAA44 (46A)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE

REAA44a (46C)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE C SURCHARGE

REAA44b (46D)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE D SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (33 1/3c) on 16 2/3c = 1/6 BARREL

Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA45 (48A)
BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE - MINT

REA45 (48A)
BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE - USED

REA45a (49A)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE

REA45b (49C)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE C SURCHARGE
1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (33 1/3c) on 16 2/3c = 1/6 BARREL

Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (50c) on 25c = 1/4 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA46 (52A)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE

REA46a (52C)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE C SURCHARGE

REA46b (52D)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE D SURCHARGE

REA46c (51A)
BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (50c) on 25c = 1/4 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA46d (50C)
WATERMARKED GREEN PAPER – TYPE C SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (66 2/3c) on 33 1/3c = 1/3 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA47 (53A)
WATERMARKED GREEN PAPER – TYPE A SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – ($1c) on 50c = 1/2 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – ($2) on $1 = 1 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 49-59

REA49 (57A)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE

REA49a (57C)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE C SURCHARGE

REA49b (57D)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE D SURCHARGE

REA49c (56C)
BLUE PAPER – TYPE C SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – ($4) on $2 = 1 HOGSHEAD
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-50
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA50 (59A)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE A SURCHARGE

REA50a (59C)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE C SURCHARGE

REA50b (59D)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE D SURCHARGE

REA50c (58C)
BLUE PAPER – TYPE C SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (25c) on 12 1/2c = 1/8 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA51 (46B)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REA51a (45B)
BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REA51b (45C)
BLUE PAPER - TYPE C SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (33 1/3c) on 16 2/3c = 1/6 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA52 (47B)
LIGHT BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REA52a (49B)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REA52b (48B)
BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (50c) on 25c = 1/4 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA53 (52B)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REA53a (51B)
BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (66 2/3c) on 33 1/3c = 1/3 BARREL
Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REA54 (54B)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REA54a (54D)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE D SURCHARGE

REA54b (53B)
WATERMARKED GREEN PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 PROVISIONAL ISSUE

Type A - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 1, letter height 4.3 mm
Type B - Printed surcharge diagonally in red, type 2, letter height 5.6 mm
Type C - Rubber stamp surcharge in various colors, Priester types 3-49
Type D - Printed surcharges horizontally in various colors, Priester types 50-59

REAS (55B) - ($1) ON 50c
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REAS (57B) - ($2) ON 1D
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE

REAS (59B)
DARK BLUE PAPER - TYPE B SURCHARGE
BEER STAMPS

1898 ISSUE
Dark blue paper watermarked USIR, no plate or position markings

REAS8 (64)
25c BLUE = 1/8 BARREL

REAS9 (65)
33 1/3c BROWN = 1/6 BARREL

REA60 (66)
50c GREEN = 1/4 BARREL

REA61 (67)
66 2/3c VIOLET = 1/3 BARREL
BEER STAMPS

1898 ISSUE
Dark blue paper watermarked USIR, no plate or position markings

REA62 (68)
$1 YELLOW = ½ BARREL

REA63 (69)
$2 RED = 1 BARREL

REA64 (70)
$4 DARK BROWN = 1 HOGSHEAD
BEER STAMPS

1901 ISSUE

Dark blue paper watermarked USIR, to be canceled by perforated initials

REA65 (71)
20¢ BLUE = 1/8 BARREL

REA66 (72)
26 2/3¢ = 1/6 BARREL

REA67 (73)
40¢ GREEN = 1/4 BARREL

REA68 (74)
53 1/3¢ = 1/3 BARREL
BEER STAMPS

1901 ISSUE

Dark blue paper watermarked USIR, to be canceled by perforated initials

REA69 (75)
80c BROWN = 1/2 BARREL

REA70 (76)
$1.60 RED = 1 BARREL

REA71 (77)
$3.20 DARK BROWN = 1 HOGSHEAD

REA 69 PR 75
BEER STAMPS

1902 PROVISIONAL ISSUE
Stamps of the 1901 issue surcharged diagonally in red, Priester type 60

RE 72 (78)
(16 2/3c) on 26 2/3c YELLOW ORANGE

RE 73 (79)
(33 1/3c) on 53 1/3c VIOLET

RE 74 (80)
($2) on $3.20 DARK BROWN
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – 12 1/2c BLUE = 1/8 BARREL
a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper

REA75a (83A)  
REA75b (83B)  
REA75c (83C)  
REA75d (83D)
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – 12 1/2c BLUE = 1/8 BARREL

a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper

REA75c (83C) - USED
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – 16 2/3c YELLOW ORANGE = 1/6 BARREL
a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper

REA76a (84A)  REA76b (84B)
REA 76c (84C)  REA76d (84D)
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – 25c GREEN = 1/4 BARREL
a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper

REAw77a (85A)  REAw77b (85B)
REAw77c (85C)  REAw77d (85D)
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – 33 1/3c VIOLET = 1/3 BARREL

a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – 50c BROWN = 1/2 BARREL

a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper

REA79a (87A)

REA 79b (87B)

REA79c (87C)

REA 79c  PR 87c MINT
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – 50c BROWN = 1/2 BARREL

a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper

REA79d (87D) - MINT

79d (87D) - USED
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – $1 RED = 1 BARREL

a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper
BEER STAMPS

1902 ISSUE – $2 DARK BROWN = 1 HOGSHEAD

a. = Dark blue paper
b. = Pale green paper with several short blue-green fibers
c. = Light blue paper
d. = Bright blue paper
BEER STAMPS

1909 ISSUE
Designs in black engraved on paper of medium to dark shades of bright blue, blue, and greenish blue, watermarked USIR

REA82 (90) – 12 1/2c = 1/8 BARREL

REA83 (91) – 16 2/3c = 1/6 BARREL

REA84 (92) – 25c = 1/4 BARREL

REA85 (93) – 33 1/3c = 1/3 BARREL
BEER STAMPS

1909 ISSUE
Designs in black engraved on paper of medium to dark shades of bright blue, blue, and greenish blue, watermarked USIR

REA86 (94) - 50c = 1/2 BARREL

REA87 (95) - $1 = 1 BARREL

REA88 (96) - $2.00 1HHD

REA86 PR94 MINT
BEER STAMPS

1911 ISSUE
One inch or smaller center cutout was given as a receipt. Must have dollar value lettering below center volume number for positive identification

REA89 (101) - $5 BLACK

REA90 (102) - $10 BLACK

REA91 (103) - $25 BLACK

(REA91A) (99 variety) - $1 CARMINE
BEER STAMPS

1910 ISSUE REVISED COLORS
Certain 1909 Issue values in new colors

REA92 (97)
12 ½¢ RED BROWN

REA93 (98)
25¢ GREEN

REA94 (99)
$1 CARMINE

REA95 (100)
$2 ORANGE
BEER STAMPS

1910 ISSUE REVISED COLORS
Certain 1909 Issue values in new colors

REA93 (98) - USED
25c GREEN
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (18 3/4c) on 12 1/2c RED BROWN
Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

![](image_url)

REA96 (108A)
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (25c) on 16 2/3c BLACK

Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

REA97 (109A)
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (37 1/2c) on 25c GREEN

Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.

Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.

Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

REA98 (110A)

REA98a (110B-71)
50mm SIGNATURE
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (50c) on 33 1/3c

Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

![Image of beer stamps]

REA99 (111A)
(50c) on 33 1/3c BLACK

REA99a (104A)
(50c) on 33 1/3c VIOLET ON BRIGHT BLU PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (75c) on 50c
Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature
of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B

REA100 (112A)
(75c) on 50c BLACK

REA100a (106A)
(75c) on 50c BROWN on LIGHT BLUE PAPER

REA100b (105A)
(75c) on 50c BROWN on PALE GREEN PAPER
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – (75c) on 50c

Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

REA100c (112B-71) - (75c) on $2 BLACK
50 mm SIGNATURE

REA100d (112B-72) - (75c) on $2 BLACK
65 mm SIGNATURE
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – ($1.50) on $1 CARMINE
Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

REA101 (113A)

REA101a (113B-71)
50mm SIGNATURE

REA101b (113B-72)
65mm SIGNATURE
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – ($3) on $2 ORANGE
Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

REA102 (114A)

REA102a (114B-74)
76mm SIGNATURE
BEER STAMPS

1914 PROVISIONAL ISSUE – ($3) on $2 ORANGE
Stamps of the 1902, 1909, and 1911 Issues surcharged.
Printed surcharge diagonally in red, black, or yellow, Priester type 70.
Two rubber handstamps in black, one indicating value and the other the signature of Roscoe Irwin as Priester type 71, 72, and 73. The signature determines the type B.

(REA102A) (113aA)  
($1.50) on $1 CARMINE

REA(103) (115A)  
($7.50) on $5 BLACK

REA104 (116A)  
($15) on $10 BLACK

REA105 (117A)  
($37.50) on $25 BLACK
BEER STAMPS

1914 ISSUE
Engraved on shades of blue, bright blue, and greenish blue, watermarked USIR

REAl06 (123)
18 3/4c RED BROWN = 1/8 BARREL

REAl07 (124)
25c BLACK = 1/6 BARREL

REAl07a (125)
25c VIOLET BLUE = 1/6 BARREL
BEER STAMPS

1914 ISSUE
Engraved on shades of blue, bright blue, and greenish blue, watermarked USIR

REA108 (127)
37 1/2c GREEN = 1/4 BARREL

REA108a (126)
37 1/2c BLACK = 1/4 BARREL

REA108B
50c BLACK = 1/3 BARREL
BEER STAMPS

1914 ISSUE

Engraved on shades of blue, bright blue, and greenish blue, watermarked USIR

REA109 (128)
75c BLACK = 1/2 BARREL

REA110 (129)
$1.50 RED ORANGE = 1 BARREL

REA111 (130)
$3 ORANGE = 1 HOGSHEAD
BEER STAMPS

1914 ISSUE
Engraved on shades of blue, bright blue, and greenish blue, watermarked USIR

(REA111A) (129a) $1.50 RED ORANGE

REA112 (131) $7.50 BLACK

REA113 (132) $15 BLACK

REA114 (133) $37.50 BLACK
BEER STAMPS

1916 ISSUE
Engraved on paper of various shades of greenish blue, watermarked USIR

![Quarter Barrel Stamp](image)

REAI15 (134)
37 1/2c GREEN = 1/4 BARREL

![Half Barrel Stamp](image)

REAI16 (135)
75c BLACK = 1/2 BARREL